BONZANO MAKES REPORT ON U.S. TRIP TO POPE

Pope Vatikan, Vatican, Switzerland — Pope Pius XI, on his trip to the United States, will visit Baltimore, according to the statement of Dr. Bonzano, a Catholic priest who accompanied the Pope on his tour of the United States.

The Pope has been in the United States for a week and has been in Baltimore for a few days. He is expected to return to Italy in a few days.

“SLEEPERS” DIFFER ON FRENCH TRAINS

Two Crosswise Bunks in Fan-Shape Compartments Offer Privacy

Life on a train is often not pleasant, but according to the French method of sleeping, the conditions are not as bad as in other countries. The French sleep in crosswise bunks in fan-shaped compartments, which provide privacy and comfort.

METEOR SHOWERS VISIBLE IN AUGUST

Three meteor showers will be visible in August, according to the National Meteorological Service. These showers will be visible in the northern hemisphere and are expected to be particularly spectacular.

“STRIPED” RUGS

Three Striped Broadcloth Rugs

Three striped broadcloth rugs are now available at a low price. These rugs are available in various colors and sizes, and are suitable for use in homes.

PENNIES ARE CAST INTO DOG STATUE

Newspaper Gifts Converted Into Bronze of Laddie Boy, Harding Pet

Newspaper gifts have been converted into a bronze statue of Laddie Boy, the Harding pet. The statue is located in Harding Park and is a tribute to Laddie Boy's loyalty and dedication to his master.
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The featured advertisement is for the "$1 DOLLAR DAYS" special, offering a wide range of products at reduced prices.

The Steel Vaults I Sell for $85 Are the Same High Quality Sold by Others

I defy any one to say otherwise.

The Brown Stone Funeral Home

W. W. Chambers Co.
14th Cir., Chaplin N.W.
Call Columbia 621

Custard Indiana Oak Strike

Custard Indiana Oak Strike
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